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Purpose: Pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) is a rare and progressive pulmonary vascular disease that can result in right heart 
failure and death. Oral prostacyclins play an important role in the management of intermediate-low risk PAH. This targeted literature 
review (TLR) aimed to identify and compare evidence supporting use of oral prostacyclin pathway agents (PPAs: selexipag and oral 
treprostinil) in intermediate-low risk PAH.
Methods: A targeted literature review was conducted. Literature databases (MEDLINE, Embase, and Cochrane reviews) were 
searched for studies describing clinical practice and treatment outcomes for oral treprostinil and selexipag globally, published in 
English (2012 to 2022). Electronic searches were supplemented by manual-searches of targeted conferences (2020 to 2022), and 
reference lists of identified publications were reviewed. One reviewer assessed studies for eligibility.
Results: In total, 95 publications met inclusion criteria: 47 full-text articles (selexipag n = 22; oral treprostinil n = 16; selexipag and 
oral treprostinil n = 9) and 48 conference materials. Selexipag and oral treprostinil target the prostacyclin pathway differently; their 
label-supporting trials had different primary endpoints (disease progression and hospitalization vs exercise capacity and disease 
progression), differing baseline therapy (0, 1 or 2 vs 0 or 1 baseline treatments), titration duration and dosing (personalized dose 
capped at 1600 ug twice daily (BID) vs increasing doses over time with no maximum dose), respectively. While both oral PPAs have 
demonstrated reduced risk of disease progression, only selexipag showed reduction in hospitalization rates. Oral PPAs have been 
shown to reduce healthcare costs in real-world clinical practice. This difference is reflected in labeled indications.
Conclusion: Given differences in trial- and real-world outcomes, number of prior therapies, and dosing, personalizing the choice of 
oral PPA is critical to maximizing the benefit for individual patients.

Plain Language Summary: PAH is a condition that causes heart failure. It is important to take medicines to slow down this process. 
For people with early disease, there are some medicines that can be taken as a tablet rather than as an injection to slow down disease 
progression. The differences between two of the tablet options – selexipag and oral treprostinil, are unclear. We reviewed publications 
describing how, when and why these medicines are used and how well they work, to improve our understanding of the value of these 
medicines to people with PAH. 
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Introduction
Pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) is a rare disease resulting from progressive pulmonary vascular remodeling and 
luminal narrowing.1 The typical symptoms of PAH (shortness of breath with exercise, fluid retention, lower extremity 
edema, and presyncope/syncope) are related to progressive decline in right heart function.2 Changes in cardiopulmonary 
function often occur prior to symptom presentation in PAH.3 The initial symptoms are often misdiagnosed as other 
cardiovascular and pulmonary conditions such as asthma or congestive heart failure, resulting in an average 2.8-year 
delay between symptom onset and diagnosis/treatment.4 PAH is associated with high levels of morbidity and 
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hospitalization burden.5 Treatment is required to prevent right heart failure and death.6 Treatment decisions are based on 
risk categorization, with initial double combination treatment targeting the endothelin and nitric oxide pathways 
recommended for low- or intermediate-risk patients;6 however, only a small minority of patients maintain low-risk 
status following double combination treatment at 3-month follow-up.7 The 2022 Guidelines of the European Society of 
Cardiology (ESC) and European Respiratory Society (ERS) describe the addition of a prostacyclin pathway agent, 
selexipag for patients on PDE5i and/or endothelin receptor antagonist (ERA) and oral treprostinil for patients on 
monotherapy (phosphodiesterase 5 inhibitor [PDE5i] or ERA) who are at risk of progression.6

The prostacyclin metabolic pathway is dysregulated in patients with PAH, and PPAs play a key role in managing this 
condition; PPAs can be intravenous, subcutaneous, inhaled, or oral.6 Treprostinil, a prostacyclin analog, and selexipag, 
a selective prostaglandin I2 receptor agonist, are the only two oral PPAs approved by the Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) and represent a patient–friendly dosage alternative.8,9 Oral treprostinil is not approved for use in PAH by the 
European Medicines Agency (EMA), whereas selexipag has been approved by the EMA. Earlier utilization of PPAs may 
improve long-term outcomes for PAH patients, delaying disease progression. Oral PPAs may improve uptake of PPAs by 
creating an easily accessible dosage option; however, information describing their use is diffuse. A review of the 
literature is needed to consolidate the evidence supporting use of the oral PPAs selexipag and treprostinil in clinical 
practice, to inform clinical and formulary decisions.

PAH is a rare disease, and many clinical studies in this indication are conducted in small patient populations. PAH 
describes a heterogeneous patient population comprising of patients at varying stages of progression and differing 
etiologies, and these differences are associated with impacts on clinical outcomes. Furthermore, there are differences in 
clinical trial endpoints between pivotal studies and differences in how morbidity endpoints are defined. There are 
challenges when performing meaningful indirect treatment comparisons between clinical trials in this indication for 
the reasons outlined. We performed a targeted literature review (TLR) to identify and compare all of the published data 
describing use of the oral PPAs treprostinil and selexipag (including the pivotal trials FREEDOM and GRIPHON, 
respectively) in PAH. The TLR identified clinical studies, prescribing practices, and clinical and economic outcomes for 
oral treprostinil and selexipag.

Methods
The TLR involved searching literature databases (MEDLINE, Embase, and Cochrane reviews) for articles describing 
clinical practice and treatment outcomes for oral treprostinil and selexipag in PAH. Aggregate search terms describing 
PAH, treprostinil, selexipag, reviews, real-world studies, and clinical trials were employed (see Table 1 for PICOS 
inclusion and exclusion criteria). The search was global and limited to publications in English from January 1, 2012, to 
June 23, 2022, including publications from targeted conferences. Targeted conferences (American College of Cardiology, 
American College of Chest Physicians, American College of Rheumatology, American Thoracic Society, British Society 
of Rheumatology, European Respiratory Society, European Society of Cardiology, International Society for Heart and 
Lung Transplantation, Pulmonary Hypertension Association, Pulmonary Vascular Research Institute) from 2020 to 2022 
were reviewed. Article title and abstract (screen 1) and fulltexts (screen 2) were screened by a single reviewer, followed 
by a quality check conducted by a second independent reviewer. Studies in populations less than n = 20 were excluded 
from this analysis. The literature search was supplemented by a review of reference lists. A single reviewer screened 
article titles and abstracts (screen 1) and full texts (screen 2), followed by a quality check conducted by a second 
independent reviewer. Studies in populations of fewer than 20 people were excluded from this analysis.

Results
As illustrated in the PRISMA diagram illustrated in Figure 1, 992 articles were identified through MEDLINE, Embase, 
and Cochrane reviews; 7 additional articles were identified through review of conference materials and a further 12 
articles were identified through a review of reference lists. One hundred and ninety-three articles progressed to full 
content screening with 95 publications meeting the inclusion criteria for extraction: 48 conference materials, 47 full-text 
articles (selexipag n = 22; oral treprostinil n = 16; selexipag and oral treprostinil n = 9). Most studies identified were 
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observational and clinical studies describing dose titration and safety. No studies were identified that described unmet 
need, treatment patterns, patient or physician preferences, or patient and caregiver experiences.

The findings from this TLR confirmed the diffuse nature of the literature describing outcomes for these oral PPA 
treatments. Half of the literature identified had been published within conference materials. Many of the studies identified 
were in small patient numbers and reflected the heterogeneous nature of these patient populations (both stage of disease 
progression and etiology).

Randomized Controlled Trials (RCTs) and FDA Indications for Selexipag and Oral 
Treprostinil
Primary endpoints and outcomes of the RCTs of selexipag and oral treprostinil are summarized in Table 2. Several 
studies have suggested that PAH-related morbidity events are prognostic for mortality.10,11 Clinical trials of selexipag 
(GRIPHON) and oral treprostinil (FREEDOM-EV) have used composite endpoints to measure disease progression as 
a primary endpoint.11–14

The FDA-approved indication for selexipag is for treatment of PAH (World Health Organization [WHO] Group 1) to 
delay disease progression and reduce the risk of hospitalization.18 This reflects findings from GRIPHON, as selexipag 
significantly reduced the risk of morbidity and mortality events versus placebo by 40%,13 and resulted in a 30% risk 
reduction for the secondary endpoint, risk of death or hospitalization due to PAH worsening, compared with placebo 
(hazard ratio [HR]: 0.70; 95% confidence interval [CI]: 0.54, 0.91); 87.4% of the events for this endpoint were PAH- 
related hospitalizations.13 In GRIPHON, time from diagnosis was ≤6 months in 34.9% of patients and >6 months in 

Table 1 PICOS Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria for the TLR

Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria

Population ● PAH: all subgroups
● PAH: all functional classes
● Pediatric

● PH (non-PAH)
● Pregnancy and breastfeeding

Intervention Oral treprostinil; Selexipag ● Non-oral products

Comparator Any/none

Outcomes Any clinical outcomes: specific outcomes of interest include mortality, PRO/quality of life, costs, treatment 

patterns, resource utilization, and prescriber’s behaviors, patient or carer experience

Study design ● Epidemiology studies
● RCTs
● Longitudinal studies
● Real-world studies, which may include:

○ observational study (prospective or retrospective)

○ registries

○ medical records/chart reviews

○ patient surveys

○ physician surveys
● Case studies and case series (≥20 person cohort)
● Economic models
● Treatment/practice guidelines

● In vitro studies
● Non-human animal studies
● Case studies and case series (<20 person cohort)
● Editorials and letters

Location No country-specific restrictions

Time Limited to the last 10 years (2012–2022)

Notes: Conference search limited to: American College of Cardiology, American College of Chest Physicians, American College of Rheumatology, 
American Thoracic Society, British Society of Rheumatology, European Respiratory Society, European Society of Cardiology, International Society for 
Heart and Lung Transplantation, Pulmonary Hypertension Association, Pulmonary Vascular Research Institute. 
Abbreviations: PAH, pulmonary arterial hypertension; PICOS, population, intervention, comparator, outcomes, study; PH, pulmonary hypertension; 
PRO, patient-reported outcome; RCT, randomized controlled trial; TLR, targeted literature review.
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65.1% of patients. The value of earlier initiation of selexipag after diagnosis (≤6 months versus >6 months) has been 
established in a post hoc analysis of the GRIPHON trial; patients who initiated selexipag earlier experienced a more 
pronounced effect on the time to first disease progression event than those who initiated later (HR: 0.45; 95% CI: 0.33, 
0.63, and HR: 0.74; 95% CI: 0.57, 0.96, respectively; P = 0.0219 for interaction).19

Oral treprostinil is indicated by the FDA for the treatment of PAH (WHO Group 1) to delay disease progression 
and improve exercise capacity.20 Oral treprostinil was studied in a series of randomized, prospective, placebo- 
controlled clinical trials (the “FREEDOM” trials). Six-minute walk distance (6MWD) at week 12 was the primary 
endpoint in the FREEDOM-M trial. It showed a significant benefit compared with baseline values (median Hodges- 
Lehmann treatment effect of 23.0m [95% CI, 4–41 m; P = 0.0125]), leading to FDA approval of oral treprostinil for 
use as a monotherapy to improve exercise capacity in PAH.15 Trials of oral treprostinil added to background therapy 

Figure 1 PRISMA diagram.
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(FREEDOM-C and FREEDOM-C2) failed to demonstrate a significant improvement in the primary endpoint, 
6MWD.16,17 The primary endpoint of FREEDOM-EV was time to first adjudicated clinical worsening event. In 
FREEDOM-EV, 90 (26%) participants in the oral treprostinil group experienced a clinical worsening event compared 

Table 2 Registrational Clinical Trials of Selexipag and Oral Treprostinil

GRIPHON 
(Sitbon et al, 
2015)13

FREEDOM-EV 
(White et al, 
2020)14

FREEDOM-M 
(Jing et al, 
2013)15

FREEDOM-C 
(Tapson et al, 
2012)16

FREEDOM-C2 
(Tapson et al, 
2013)17

Intervention Selexipag Oral treprostinil Oral treprostinil Oral treprostinil Oral treprostinil

Study duration (time to 
endpoint)

5 years 6 years 12 weeks 16 weeks 16 weeks

Sample size Selex = 574; 

Plb = 582

Trep = 346; 

Plb = 344

Trep = 233; 

Plb = 116

Trep = 174; 

Plb = 176

Trep = 157; 

Plb = 153

FC at baseline (overall pop) 46% FC II; 

53% FC III

63% FC II; 

34% FC III

36% FC II;  

61% FC III

21% FC II;  

76% FC III

26% FC II;  

73% FC III

PAH subgroups IPAH 56.1% 

CTD 28.9% 
CHD 9.5%

NR IPAH 73% IPAH 66% 

CTD 28%

IPAH 66% 

CTD 31% 
CHD 2%

Background

Rx 80% 100% 0 100% 100%

None 20% 0 0 0

Mono 47% 100% 55% 60%

Dual 33% 0 45% 40%

Primary endpoint Time to first 

morbidity/ 

mortality event 
(composite)

Clinical 

worsening event 

(composite)

Change from 

baseline in 6MWD 

at  
week 12

Change from 

baseline in 

6MWD at  
week 16

Change from 

baseline in 

6MWD at  
week 16

Results 40% risk 
reduction)

25% risk 
reduction

23.0 m vs Plb 11 m vs Plb  
(P = 0.07) (not 
met)

10.0 m vs Plb  
(P = 0.089) (not 
met)

Dose 200–1600 µg 

BID

0.125–12 mg 

TID 

3.56 mg TID at 
week 24 

(median)

0.25–12 mg BID 

3.6mg BID at 

week 12 (mean)

0.25–16 mg BID 

3.0mg BID at 

week 16 
(median)

3.1 mg BID 

(mean)

DC due to AEs (on study 
drug)

14.3% 18.8% 9.9% 14.4% 11.5%

Most frequent AEs (four 
highest frequency AEs on 
study drug vs Plb)

H (65% vs 

33%), D (42% 

vs 19%), 
N (34% vs 

19%), jaw pain 

(26% vs 6%)

H (70%), 

D (66%), flushing 

(44%), N (37%)

H (69%), N (39%), 

D (37%), pain in 

jaw (25%)

H (86%), 

N (64%), 

D (61%), flushing 
(49%)

H (71%), 

D (55%), 

N (46%), flushing 
(35%)

Notes: This table represents the pivotal/registrational trials for these oral PPA agents but does not include all studies identified in the literature review. 
Abbreviations: AE, adverse event; BID, twice a day; CHD, congenital heart disease; CTD, connective tissue disease; D, diarrhea; DC, discontinuation; FC, 
functional class; H, headache; IPAH, idiopathic pulmonary arterial hypertension; N, nausea; NR, not reported; PAH, pulmonary arterial hypertension; Plb, 
placebo; Selex, selexipag; TID, three times a day; Trep, treprostinil; 6MWD, 6-minute walking distance.
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with 124 (36%) of placebo participants (HR: 0.74; 95% CI: 0.56, 0.97; P = 0.028). The treatment-attributable 
difference in clinical worsening was driven by reduced incidence of disease progression in the oral treprostinil 
group (HR 0.39; 95% CI 0.23, 0.66; P < 0.001).14 Findings from FREEDOM-EV expanded the oral treprostinil 
FDA label to include delay in disease progression.20

Survival Data
GRIPHON was not powered to determine survival outcomes, and no statistical difference in the number of deaths among 
patients receiving oral selexipag (17.4%) was observed versus placebo (18.0%).13 GRIPHON mortality data are difficult 
to interpret because of treatment switching following a non-fatal primary endpoint event, with many patients switching 
from placebo to oral selexipag.13 Post hoc analysis of the FREEDOM-EV study found that mortality was lower at study 
closure in patients receiving oral treprostinil versus placebo (11% vs 17.4%, respectively; P = 0.0324).21 However, this 
finding is difficult to interpret because mortality was similar between oral treprostinil and placebo at the end of 
randomized treatment (4.9% vs 5.2%, respectively, P = 0.9781) or open-label extension study (8.7% vs 12.2%, 
respectively, P = 0.43), and death status was unknown for 11% of the original FREEDOM-EV population.21

Survival outcomes in longer term open-label studies for progressive conditions such as PAH can be impacted by 
variation in subsequent treatments. Long-term follow-up of patients who received selexipag in the placebo-controlled 
GRIPHON study and the open-label extension study showed that Kaplan–Meier estimates of overall survival at 1, 2, 5, 
and 7 years were 92%, 85%, 71%, and 63%, respectively.22 Long-term follow-up of patients who received oral 
treprostinil in the placebo-controlled FREEDOM-EV and open-label extension study showed Kaplan–Meier estimates 
of overall survival at 1, 3, and 5 years were 96%, 88%, and 79% versus 95%, 80%, and 70% for placebo, respectively.23 

It is not possible to directly compare survival data between GRIPHON and FREEDOM-EV due to differences in 
background therapy (ie, 32.5% of patients in GRIPHON received dual-combination PAH treatment, while all patients in 
FREEDOM-EV received PAH monotherapy);19,21 and function class with a greater proportion of FC III patients in 
GRIPHON compared with FREEDOM-EV (52.5% vs 33.9% respectively).

Mortality outcomes are difficult to determine for oral PPAs due to the absence of comparative data,22–24 and the short 
duration of clinical trials.13–15

Place in Therapy
Based on 2022 ESC/ERS guidelines, initial triple oral combination therapy with oral PPAs is not recommended but plays 
a role for patients who present at intermediate-low risk of death while receiving ERA or PDE5i therapy.6 Sequential 
triple therapy with selexipag is supported by post hoc analysis of patients on dual combination background therapy in 
GRIPHON.24 TRITON assessed initial triple combination with selexipag versus initial dual combination with selexipag 
over 26 weeks; although no significant difference in pulmonary vascular resistance was observed, exploratory analyses 
suggested a possible signal for improved long-term outcomes.25 Data supporting the use of oral treprostinil in triple 
combination therapy is lacking; additional studies will be required to evaluate the efficacy of adding oral treprostinil to 
dual combination therapy (see Table 2).16,17

As illustrated in Figure 2a, real-world evidence indicates that, overall, oral selexipag is predominantly used within 
a triple combination regimen (31.0% to 88.0% of patients receiving selexipag);26,27 newly diagnosed patients more often 
initiate selexipag treatment with a dual combination regimen with an ERA or a PDE5i.26 As illustrated in Figure 2b, oral 
treprostinil is equally used as a monotherapy or within a dual/triple-combination regimen with an ERA and/or PDE5i. 
Studies from the ADAPT registry describe oral treprostinil use within triple combination (33.3% to 45.7% of patients 
receiving oral treprostinil).28,29 However, neither of the early oral treprostinil trials, FREEDOM-C and FREEDOM-C2, 
demonstrated an improvement in 6MWD with the addition of oral treprostinil to double oral combination therapy (see 
Table 2).16,17

Dosing and Titration of Oral PPAs
As summarized in Table 3, both oral PPAs require initial titration. Individualized dose titration is required for oral PPAs 
to identify an upper maintenance dose that avoids unmanageable side effects.31
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Selexipag Titration and Dosing
GRIPHON describes the titration regimen for selexipag of 200 µg BID increased in increments of 200 µg BID weekly 
until side-effects cannot be managed by adequate treatment or to the maximal dose of 1600 µg BID. Across all doses, 
selexipag demonstrated a reduction in the risk of morbidity and mortality, supporting individual-dose titration. For 
patients experiencing a prostacyclin-associated side effect that is unmanageable, the dose is reduced by 200 µg.13

Real-world evidence (SPHERE registry) suggests that most patients (87.8%) receiving selexipag titrate more slowly 
than the label recommended 200 µg BID weekly, with over one-fifth of patients (21.6%) titrating at 200 µg BID every 
two weeks.32 The majority of studies that reported selexipag titration described completing titration over 7–9 
weeks;33,39,40 SPHERE registry data reported a median time from selexipag initiation to an individualized maintenance 
dose of 8.1 weeks,32,40–42 and a median maintenance dose of 1200 µg BID (n = 496).40 SPHERE registry data indicate 
that the average maintenance dose continued to increase and began to stabilize at 6 months. At 18 months, 77.6% of 
patients enrolled in SPHERE completed the study; of the 22.4% who discontinued early, 11.4% discontinued due to 
adverse events (AEs) related to PAH progression and 11.2% discontinued due to AEs not related to progression (7.2% 
attributable to selexipag).32

Oral Treprostinil Titration and Dosing
Across the FREEDOM trials, oral treprostinil titration and dosing evolved with variation in target doses (Table 3). These 
variations arose from changes in the available tablet strength, adoption of three times daily (TID) versus BID dosing, and 
expert panel recommendations.15–17,20 The FREEDOM-EV trial describes a higher dose than earlier trials, with daily up- 

Figure 2 Real-world evidence studies describing proportions of patient using selexipag and oral treprostinil within a combination regimen. (a) illustrates the proportions of 
patients taking selexipag as a monotherapy or within dual- or triple-combination regimens in reported studies; (b) illustrates the proportions of patients taking oral 
treprostinil as a monotherapy or within dual- or triple-combination regimens in reported studies. aThis value has been calculated based on patient baseline characteristics, 
assuming the background therapy has been supplemented with one additional therapy rather than replaced. 
Note: The proportion of patients using triple combination regimen alone was reported in Lange et al, 2021;30 values are subject to rounding errors. Kingrey et al, 2020;29 

Orenitram titration kit;31 Kim et al, 2021;32 Cui et al, 2022;33 Lange et al, 2021;30 Song et al, 2022.34
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Table 3 Selexipag and Oral Treprostinil Dosing in RCTs and Clinical Practice

Selexipag Oral Treprostinil

Dosing in clinical 
trials

GRIPHON13a Up-titration by 200 µg BID per week 
until maintenance dose reached; if AEs 

occur, decrease by 200 µg in both 

daily doses 
Week 12: 23% of patients at  

200–400µg BID; 31% of patients at 

600–1000µg BID; 43% of patients at 
1200–1600µg BID

Freedom-M15c Initiated 1.0 mg BID; dose escalation 0.25 to 
0.5 mg BID every 3 days to maximum of 

12 mg BID 

Week 12: 3.6 mg BID = 7.2 mg TDDe

Freedom-C16b Initiate 0.5 mg BID; changed to 0.25 mg BID 

Week 16: 3.0 mg BID = 6.0 mg TDDe

Freedom- 
C217c

Patients on background ERA and/or PDE5i 
initiated 0.25 mg BID; dose escalation 

0.25 mg BID for 3 days; after 4 weeks dose 

escalations of 0.25 or 0.5 mg BID every 3 
days 

Week 16: 3.1 mg BID = 6.2 mg TDDe

Freedom- 

Ext23b

Year 1: 7 mg TDD 

Year 2: 8 mg TDD 

Year 3: 8.25 mg TDD

Freedom- 

EV14b

Daily up-titration in 0.125 mg increments for 

first 4 weeks then 0.25 mg daily to maximum 
of 12 mg (TID dosing with food) 

Week 24: Median 3.56 mg TID = 10.68 mg 

TDDe

Dosing in real- 
world analyses

SPHERE 

Registry35b 

(n = 500)

1200 µg BID Median time to 

maintenance dose:d 8.1 weeks

El-Kersh et al, 

202036b 

(n = 2255)

TID dosing 

(85% patients, 
n = 1917) 

Month 3: 5.1 mg 

TDD Month 6: 
8.4 mg TDD 

Month 12: 10.8 mg 

TDD Month 18: 
12.0 mg TDD Month 

24: 12.2 mg TDD 

Month 36: 12.9 mg 
TDD

BID dosing 

(15% patients, 
n = 338) 

Month 3: 2.3 mg 

TDD 
Month 6: 4.3 mg 

TDD 

Month 12: 5.4 mg 
TDD Month 18: 

5.4 mg TDD Month 

24: 5.4 mg TDD 
Month 36: 6.4 mg 

TDD

Kung et al, 
201237c 

(n = 2490)

Day 83 (~12 weeks): 15.6% patients at 
200–400 µg BID; 33.9% patients at 

600–1000 µg BID; 50.5% patients at 

1200–1600 µg BID

Consensus 
recommendations 
target dose

N/A Rahaghi et al, 

201738b

Slow titration in 0.125 mg dose increments 

with 6–8 hours between doses in “stair-step” 

titration 
Month 3: Target dose: 4 mg TID = 12 mg 

TDD 

Month 6: Target dose:6 mg TID = 18 mg 
TDD 

Month 12: Target dose: 8 mg TID = 24 mg 

TDD

Notes: aPercentage of patients at each dose stratification level; bmedian dose; cmean dose; dmedian time to individualized maintenance dose was measured in the first 500 
patients; eTDD was calculated by multiplying individual dose by dosing frequency. 
Abbreviations: AE, adverse event; BID, twice a day; ERA, endothelin receptor antagonist; N/A, not applicable; PDE5i, phosphodiesterase 5 inhibitor; RCT, randomized 
controlled trial; TDD, total daily dose; TID; three times a day.
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titration in 0.125 mg increments for the first 4 weeks, then 0.25 mg increments daily to a maximum of 12 mg (TID dosing 
with food), achieving an upper median dose of 3.56 mg TID by week 24.23

The minimum effective dose for oral treprostinil is not clear from the literature; however, the literature indicates 
a dose-dependent treatment effect.

● An open-label study of patients participating in FREEDOM trials followed 37 patients and reported mean oral 
treprostinil doses of 4.3 ± 2.3 to 11.7 ± 5.8 mg/24 hours between 3 and 24 months. Oral treprostinil dose was 
inversely associated with a change in pulmonary vascular resistance (r = −0.42, P < 0.05), with a greater change 
among patients in the highest dosing quartile.43

● Analysis of oral treprostinil dose and response in 1619 patients with PAH indicated that higher doses of oral 
treprostinil are required to achieve significantly longer times for first PAH-related and all-cause hospitalization; 
a trend towards improvements in 6MWD was observed with higher doses.44

The target dose across FREEDOM studies varied, as reflected in real-world studies (Table 3). A study using 
specialty pharmacy service shipment records indicated that in the overall TID dosing group (n = 1200), the median 
total daily dose (TDD) varied from 5.3 mg to 10.8 mg between 3 and 18 months. In the BID dosing group (n = 400), 
median TDD increased from 2.5 mg to 5.5 mg between 3 and 18 months.45 More prevalent use of TID has improved 
tolerability, leading to higher TDDs.

Safety
Twenty-two studies were identified reporting safety findings for selexipag and 8 studies for oral treprostinil.

The most commonly reported AEs for oral selexipag in GRIPHON were headache (65%), diarrhea (42%), nausea 
(34%), pain in jaw (26%), and vomiting (18%) (Table 2).13,15 In FREEDOM-M, FREEDOM-C, and FREEDOM-C2 
OLE, the most frequently reported AEs were headache (71%), diarrhea (55%), nausea (46%), flushing (35%), vomiting 
(21%), and pain in jaw (25%).17 Findings in FREEDOM-EV were similar.21

EXPOSURE (observational study) found that selexipag maintenance treatment at the individualized dose was well 
tolerated in clinical practice.46 A registry study of oral treprostinil found that the rate of AEs decreased over time, with 
a large reduction in reported rates of prostacyclin-related AEs by month 6.30

Effects of Oral PPAs on Healthcare Utilization and Costs (Oral Selexipag versus Oral 
Treprostinil)
PAH is characterized by frequent hospitalizations and high medical costs.5 Eight studies were identified that describe 
economic outcomes for selexipag, including two comparing outcomes with oral treprostinil. No head-to-head clinical 
trials have compared the impact of these two oral PPAs on hospitalization.

● A retrospective claims analysis of 222 people in the US compared outcomes in patients receiving oral PPAs; compared with 
oral treprostinil (n = 99), selexipag (n = 123) was associated with a 46% lower risk of all-cause hospitalization (P = 0.02) 
and a 47% lower risk of pulmonary hypertension (PH)-related hospitalization (P = 0.03).47

● In a retrospective cohort study using the IBM MarketScan database, Dean et al studied patients aged ≥18 years 
receiving selexipag (n = 126) or oral treprostinil (n = 130). At month 6, the mean number of inpatient visits was 
similar between treatment groups (adjusted all-cause inpatient visits: 1.3 ± 0.6 [oral treprostinil] vs 1.9 ± 0.8 
[selexipag] (P = 0.2);48 and adjusted PAH-related inpatient visits: 1.2 ± 0.6 vs 1.2 ± 0.6, respectively; P = 1.0). After 
adjusting for covariates, treatment with selexipag was associated with 51.4% higher total all-cause healthcare costs 
versus oral treprostinil, predominantly attributable to all-cause pharmacy costs (68.2% higher in patients receiving 
selexipag compared with those receiving oral treprostinil).48,49
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● A retrospective cohort study of 1,310 patients with PAH (using the Optum database) reported all-cause hospitaliza-
tion costs of US$39,983 for oral treprostinil versus US$20,635 for selexipag. Total PAH-related medical costs were 
40% lower (US$4,03,987) for patients receiving selexipag versus oral treprostinil (P = 0.006).50

● A retrospective claims analysis of 583 patients in the US reported that after adjustment for baseline characteristics, 
selexipag had the lower risk for hospitalization when compared to inhaled iloprost and parenteral treprostinil 
(relative rate ratio [95% CI], 0.40 [0.22, 0.75], and 0.26 [0.17, 0.39]) and outpatient visits (0.66 [0.56, 0.78] and 
0.76 [0.66, 0.88], respectively).34

Discussion
Although oral treprostinil and selexipag both target the prostacyclin pathway, these medications are not clinically equivalent 
and have different treatment effects on specific health outcomes (eg, hospitalization) and further differences in safety profiles, 
titration, and maintenance management. Efficacy is also variable depending on the number of concomitant PAH therapies 
(one vs two) and dose level (individualized dose vs need to maximize dose). Population health decision-makers should strive 
to ensure that all PAH therapies are made available for patients given the risk of severe negative outcomes, including 
hospitalization and death in patients with poorly controlled disease, enabling expert clinicians to individualize therapy, 
including the choice of PPAs based on their experience, available evidence, and guidelines. To optimize outcomes with oral 
PPAs, careful management of initial side-effects is essential to complete titration and initiate maintenance treatment 
successfully. Patient tolerability is likely to improve, as side-effects are reported to decrease over time.44

The cost for selexipag is fixed and predictable as it does not vary by dose. Oral treprostinil cost is subject to variation 
by dose, with increasing costs associated with higher maintenance doses, and so it is difficult to predict and model annual 
costs incurred with this treatment. Treatment costs should not be viewed in isolation for oral PPAs, as this is a rare fatal 
disease associated with significant burden on patients and the healthcare system. Oral PPAs deliver many economic 
benefits, including reduced healthcare costs, reduced hospitalization rates (selexipag), and delayed disease progression, 
offsetting costs associated with use of these medications.

Prior authorizations, step-edits, and quantity limits are common for oral PPAs due to the high treatment costs. 
Utilization management strategies that are too restrictive may delay initiation of therapy, resulting in poorer outcomes. 
Indeed, prior authorizations for life-saving medications may be a misplaced strategy when the delay can lead to 
worsening outcomes or incremental costs, or both. Prompt PPA therapy initiation has been associated with improved 
or stabilized clinical status for this rapidly progressing disease with a high mortality rate.19

ESC/ERS guidelines recommend risk assessment every 3 to 6 months, which serves as an early signal for treatment 
escalation with an oral PPA. Population health decision-makers may implement risk assessments to detect patients at risk 
of worsening and treatment escalation.

Limitations
Studies conducted on fewer than 20 patients were not included in the evidence synthesis. The heterogeneity of clinical 
trial design (endpoint definition, patient population – etiology, stage of disease progression) are limitations when 
comparing outcomes across the clinical studies describing in this literature review. The findings of the literature review 
reflect publications up to June 2022 and do not include subsequent publications.

Conclusions
The 2022 ESC/ERS guidelines describe the addition of selexipag for patients receiving PDE5i and/or ERA and oral 
treprostinil for patients receiving monotherapy (PDE5i or ERA) who are at risk of progression. This TLR provides 
population health decision-makers with important insights to evaluate the distinct profiles of oral PPA treatment options 
and to inform formulary and coverage decisions for the treatment of patients, with PAH ensuring access to critical PAH 
therapies.
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